About Us
Anywire delivers a unique system of sensors communicating over a very cost effective and easy to install wiring system known as Sho-Haisen meaning wiring saving. This solution delivers features for troubleshooting communication links to devices as well as communication quality. Architectures support multi-drop, T branch and star topologies.

e-F@ctory Solutions Provided
Anywire delivers a very cost-effective solution for compatible sensor integrations of photo-electric, proximity, pressure, general purpose analog and more sophisticated poka yoke sensors and I/O. Anywire ASLINK offers power, communications and diagnostics over either two wire or four wire architecture with quick crimp connections.

Complementary Products
Programmable Controllers, Robotics and Machine Design

Industries Served
Automotive
Electronics Assembly
Food and Beverage
Forestry
Material Handling
Medical and Life Sciences
Printing
Semiconductor
Tire

Core Technology
Wire Saving System with diagnostics for sensors and Poka Yoke